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DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this report reflect the views of 
the author and do not necessarily reflect the 
official views of the Iowa Department of 
Transportation. This report does not constitute 
any standard, specifictaion or regulation. 
RESEARCH DATA AND FINAL REPORT 
This final report contains two separate reports which describe the retroreflectivity 
levels of various traffic signs and pavement markings on the Iowa primary road 
system. The data was collected in the fall/winter of 1994 and given to the 
Federal Highway Administration in March of 1995. This information is currently 
being combined with similar information from otherjurisdictions across the 
country for the purpose of determining the impact of mandated minimum 
retroreflectivity levels. The FHWA will be releasing their report sometime in 
1996. 
In October 1992, Congress mandated (Public Law 102-388) the Secretary of 
Transportation to revise the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices to include 
a minimum level of retroreflectivity for pavement markings and traffic signs which 
shall apply to all roads open to public travel. In 1994, the FHWA initiated 
research studies to determine the retroreflectivity levels which currently exist for 
signs and markings in an attempt to develop standards which are reasonable to 
implement. The Iowa Department of Transportation participated in both of the 
studies and the final reports are included. 
After compilation and analysis of the collected retroreflectivity data, the FHWA 
will propose the new MUTCD standards through the federal rule making 
process. It is estimated that the actual MUTCD change will occur sometime in 
late 1997 or early 1998. 
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STUDY OF SIGN RETROREFLECTIVITY 
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'.· . l 
Iowa Department of Transportation 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, IA 50010 (51'5) 239-1129 
FAX: (515) 239-1891 
March 8, 1995 
Mr. Ernest Huckaby 
Federal Highway Administration (HHS-21) 
400 Seventh Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20590 
Dear Mr. Huckaby: 
The Iowa Department of Transportation's study of sign retroreflectivity has 
determined the following results for each type of sign category. Refer to the 
enclosed tables for specific information regarding each reference. 
Warning signs: Of the 164 warning signs measured, only three 
signs did not exceed the proposed minimum retroreflectivity. 
The three failing signs were all object markers. This may be 
caused by the close placement of the object markers to the 
roadway where they receive much more abrasive and chemical 
abuse from the traffic flow. Also, they are not a "typical" 
sign and may not be given as high of priority during 
inspection. 
White on red regulatory: Only one white on red regulatory signs (of the 266 
surveyed) failed to pass minimum retroreflectivity. 
The failing stop sign looked to be in excellent 
condition, but the sheeting appeared to be defective. 
Black on white regulatory: Of the 222 black on white regulatory signs 
sampled, none failed the proposed minimum 
retroreflectivity. 
Guide signs: One-hundred white on green guide signs were sampled. 
None of the sampled signs failed the minimum retroreflectivity. 
3 
Mr. Ernest Huckaby 
March 6, 1995 
·Page 2 
From the 752 signs surveyed in the minimum retroreflectivity study, our results show a very 
small percentage of signs which will need to be replaced if the proposed minimum 
retroreflectivity levels are implemented. The summary of our collected data is compiled in the 
following categories: 
• Numher of signs needed to he replaced: 
From the gathered data, a maximum of 2,500 signs would need to he replaced 
as a result of implementing the proposed minimum retroreflectivity values. 
• Percentage of signs needed to he replaced: 
The overall percentage of signs to be replaced is less than I % . 
• Cost of sign replacement: 
The cost will be approximately $50,000. 
• Impact on budget and staffing: 
Due to the small number of signs effected, no budget or staffing levels will be 
changed by implementing the proposed minimum retroreflectivity levels. 
With such a small number of effected signs, the existing method of determining sign 
replacement (visually conducting daytime and nighttime reviews) probably will not change. A 
statewide retroreflectivity monitoring of random signs will probably be implemented to insure 







r-cELL Legend Background ___ 
__ ;~~ ]--~~-d I DESCRIPTION __ (;<_>!~- ______ C<_>!<>_r _____ :,'(·•':·:· ,' '''':'·~1 
1 Black Yellow >=48 ' >=45 08-Mar-95~! 
I Sigri'Numo:J MUTCDJ Material Install - Legend Background I 
I Code Ty~ Date Ra Value Ra Value i 
I 1 W14-3 Tvoe Ill 04-88 BYE 203.5' 




3 W14-3 Tvne Ill 01-86 B YE207.3:' 
' 
4 W14-3 Tvoe Ill 04-88 BYE2035; 
5 W14-3 Tvne Ill Unknown BYE 206.1 i 
6 W14-3 Tvne Ill 04-88 BYE 187.91 
7 W14-3 Tvne Ill - 04-90 BYE 229.8! 
i 8 W14-3 Tvne Ill 04-88 BYE 186.0!I 
I 9 W14-3 Type Ill 04-88 BYE 187 711 
10 W14-3 Tvne Ill 12-87 BYE 190.5: 
11 W14-3 Type Ill 05-88 BYE 210.2i! 
12 W14-3 Type Ill Unknown BYE 170 7j: 
13 W14-3 Tvoe Ill Unknown ' B YE 190.5l,i 
14 W14-3 Type Ill 01-86 B YE207.31j 
I 15 W14-3 Tvne Ill 04-90 BYE 229.8:: 
16 W14-3 Tvne Ill Unknown BYE 185.9,, 
I 17 W14-3 Tvoe Ill 05-94 BYE 178.2, 
I Type Ill 05-88 
_,, 
18 W14-3 BYE 187.41. 
I 19 W14-3 Tvoe Ill 08-86 BYE 180.5,, 
i 20 W14-3 Type Ill 10-87 BYE 176.81! 
! 21 W14-3 Tvoe Ill 10-89 BYE 231.0.' 
I 22 W14-3 Tvoe Ill 10-89 BYE 239.2:' 23 W14-3 Type Ill Unknown BYE 140.o;; 
' 24 W14-3 __ T_yj>e Ill 05-94 BYE 178.2• 1---25---- -------- unknown -------
__________ , 
W14-3 Type Ill BYE 212.21 




_W14-3-1 Type Ill Unknown BYE 178.4;. 
! 28 W14-3 Tvpe Ill Unknown BYE 187 5'-
..:_:_:_jj 
I 29 W14-3 Type Ill 06-88 BYE 214.71: 
' 30 W1-6 I Type Ill 02-87 I BYE 184.3' ~ 
31 W1-7 Tvoe Ill Unknown BYE 208.41 
32 W1-7 Type Ill Unknown BYE 208.4' 
' 33 W1-7 Tyoe Ill Unknown BYE 198.71: 
f 34 W1-7 Tvoe Ill Unknown BYE 191.0: 
35 W1-7 Tvne Ill 05-88 B YE204.91'. 
36 W1-7 Tvne Ill 08-87 BYE 217.6 
! 37 W1-7 Type Ill Unknown BYE 172.4;i 
i-- 38 W1-7 Tvpe Ill Unknown BYE 165.711 
i 39 W3-1~~ T~pe Ill Unknown - BYE 182.4' 
40 W3-1a Tvne 111 Unknown BYE 213.6'. 
_--.-; 
41 W3-1a Tvne Ill Unknown BYE 222.9 1 
42 W3-1a Tvne Ill Unknown BYE22251; 
' 
43 W3-1a Tvne Ill Unknown BYE 213.61: 
'i 44 W3-1a Tvoe Ill Unknown BYE 222.5. 
'1 45 W3-1a Tvne Ill Unknown BYE 222.9i 
1! 46 W3-1a Type Ill 06-90 BYE 197.0: 
" 47 W3-3 I Tvoe Ill 11-90 BYE 219.6' , 
ll 
48 IW3-3 I Tvpe Ill 11-90 BYE 215.6 
49 W4-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown BYE 1908 
50 1W4-1 Type Ill Unknown BYE 190.8 1:-- 51 !W4-2 ! Tvpe Ill Unknown 1 I BYE 1995_ 
!: 52 IW4-2 Tvpe Ill Unknown I BYE 2031, 
---,, I I I I 
5 
1'=--- d!CL'==- l.egend __ IBackgrounCI 
[ DESCRIPTION {li!~J=_--:::¥;11g~ -~!;:; -E---p c • ~'.~a;:9Q1 I Sign Numbe_r MUTCD- Material Install Legend - -- m - - Background 
Code Tvno Date ·· Ra Value Ra Value 
1 OM-3L Tvne Ill 03-88 BYE 133.0 
I__ 2 OM-3L Type Ill 10-89 BYE 180.9 
3 OM-3L Tvne Ill 10-89 1 BYE 210-4 
4 OM-3L Tvoe Ill Unknown, BYE 137.1 
5 OM-3L Tvoe Ill Unknown· BYE 215.6 
6 OM-3L Tvne Ill Unknown BYE 166.3 
7 OM-3L Tvoe Ill Unknown BYE 174.9 
8 OM-3l Tvne Ill Unknown, BYE 179-4 
9 OM-3L Tvpe Ill Unknown' BYE 160.6 
10 OM-3L Tvoe Ill Unknown I BYE 192.1 
11 OM-3L Tvpe Ill Unknown! BYE 130.3 
12 OM-3L Type Ill Unknown' BYE 157.8I 
13 OM-3L' Tvne Ill Unknown: BYE 168.81 
14 OM-3L Type Ill Unknown I BYE 216-4 
f--~1~5:___--+0~M~-3~L::,----+---~TP?:vn1e~l~ll_--+1~U~nk~n~o~w~n+''------+--~B~Y~E~1~1~3:71.5i 
16 OM-3R Type Ill ' 02-90 BYE 179.61 
17 OM-3R Type Ill 02-90 ! BYE 182.2 l 
18 OM-3R Tvpe Ill 08-93 l BYE 156.0; 
19 OM-3R Type Ill 10-89 I BYE 172.91 
20 OM-3R TvPe Ill 11-90 I BYE 220_7 I 
1 21 OM-3R Type Ill Unknown l 1 8 YE 172.8! 
~ 22 OM-3R Tvne Ill I Unknown i BYE 152-4 I 
' 23 OM-3R Type Ill I Unknown I , BYE 157.6 1 f------~~-----g*~- -----+~:-:1: ~~~~~:-;,1-- +----99~~1 
,[ __ ---~6 ______ QM-3R _______ l)_p~l_I --~l)n!<n_own__; ______________ j ___ jl__l'E___1:f?J11 i[ 27 OM-3R Tvpe Ill 'Unknown: I BYE 184 31! 
I
i ~8 OM-3R Type Ill ! Unknown 1 BYE 156.51'1· C- 29 ,OM-3R Typelll 'Unknown: _____J_ BYE119.1 1 I' 30 $1-1 Tvpelll 'Unknown: ! BYE156.6!; 
.
1
, 31 $1-1 Tvoelll !Unknown' BYE142.5jl 
l 32 $2-1 Tvpelll !Unknown: ' BYE141_61j 
33 S2-1 Tvoe Ill ! Unknown: ! BYE 134.61 
Ii 34 W10-1 TyPelll !Unknown! I BYE197_9i 
I' 35 W10-1 Tvoelll iUnknownl ' BYE191.81! 
,I 36 W10-1 Type Ill Unknown: BYE 166.311 
1:_ 37 W1-2R Type Ill Unknown: • BYE 155.2 I 
38 W14-3 Tvoe Ill ' 02-91 I I BYE 196_ 1 i 
1,_ __ 3~9- W14-3 Type Ill ! 06-88 i I BYE 177. 1 ! I 40 W14-3 Tvpe Ill i 07-87 l I BYE 181.91: 
r·----41 ____ W14-3 Tvne 111 ; 11-92 ;---------1---8YTI61~8'i 
, 42 W14-3 Tvne Ill ·Unknown• I BYE 108.7[ 
I 43 W3-1a Tvoe Ill I 02-90 I BYE 211.71[ 
, 44 W3-1a T~pe Ill ___j 08-94 ' 1 BYE 151.0j 
; 45 W3-1a Tvpe Ill ! Unknown: II'· BYE 228-4,[ 
1 46 W4-2 Tvnelll 11-84 _ BYE115.11! 
1 ___ 4_l_ ____ Y'J_4_-2 Type Ill I 11-84 BYE 105.91! 
' 48 W6-1 Type Ill ' 04-92 ! BYE 207. ~i 
I! 49 W6-1 Tvne 111 i 11-84 I BYE 147.91! ,L ___ __5-Q ___ :-!:1§:1 ____ __:i:y_pe Ill _ , 11-84 ____ !_ BYE 136;.Qji 
11 51 IW6-1 Type Ill iUnknown : BYE 177.111 
Ii 52 _______ JW6-1 ___ Type Ill \Unknown i BYE 177.11' 11:_ 5-:i___:_-_____:__JW6:~--____ __:i:y_pe lll___J_\Jnknown' • BYE 20~' 
1
1
-- --~}- -- ~(ii~:i---1---R~~fif--L~R~~~:~ ~------; __ -~~~~~~~: 
lr--55----jW6-3 --,-Type-1-11 ___ Unknown · · - BYE 166.6_ 
,-, - _-----s'l ______ 'W9-1 I Type 111-·:--:r-;-::g0·--------------------g-YE 240:8! 
l"·---53--1w9-T--l--TypeiTl-"'unknown--------"·-·-syEl73-:4' 
t: __ ,_. _ _2~ __ _._,_J~·---·i·---~==------·· ·-. ··----~-===-=--~-==~-~-=------- J !: 60 ! I - i· 
E=--,,.-"'"""'·'===~=--=:'::.:'"=:=..~-=~~"!:"=~=-::., """'-="":.--:c:<;;.;=::-..=:-=---:.....-:-====-:-:-...,:"-=~-=-=:::::-"":=-;..=~-=-'··'"'-'=-'·..:: ';"0:::-...0=:'--.""""" 
6 
- 10 S1-1 Tvpelll Unknown BYE 117.3i 
11 S1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown i~ BYE 226.11 
12 S1-1 T,;;;elll 06-86 . BYE201.2 
13 S1-1 Tvpe Ill 05-90 BYE 219. 7 I 
14 S1-1 _l}tpe Ill 05·:90=--- BYE 163.31 ' 
15 S1-1 Tvpe Ill Unkr;ov.:tir BYE 161.0:I 
1 16 S2-1 Tvne Ill Unknown, BYE 157.91[ 
i 17 S2-1 T"= Ill , 07-87 BYE 179 1 j 
I 18 S2-1 Tvne Ill Unknown BYE 182.41 
I 19 S2-1 Type Ill Unknown BYE215.1i\ 
I 20 S2-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown BYE 163.211 i--- 21 S2-1 Tvoo Ill Unknown i BYE 190.11! 
. 22 S2-1 T"=lll Unknown I BYE~! 
L__.?.3 _____ S_~:1~ __ Type Ill Unknown'---·------ _ BYE 101811 I.. . . 24 ___ §~--1_ _ ___ ])~_111_ __ _1_0-~(). . __ .... _ .... 13'.".E 2ot~ 1 · 11!~=~~-----= ~l~:l ____ };;~: ::: --1 ~~~~;:i- - . ·-- .. i ----~-~~]lL!J' :. 27 W10-1 I ___lipe Ill Unknown j I BYE 177.3,1 
f, 28 W10-1 Type Ill Unknown -l-~ 180 1J' 
L 29 W10-1 Type Ill Unknown f i BYE 189.2:1 
30 'W11-1 1 T"nelll 12-92 ! ·:--BYE1986 
!---'3""4~--li.W7'1c;1.:,Ac.;·2c---;_~T"'y.!:'..pe:::.;.:.llC-I -+-::0:-,:4...;-8~8-+------+!--..;:Bc,Y:.,;E~20~9~.6!; 
, 35 W11A-2 Tvnelll 11-89 i BYE188.111 
! 
j ___ ...:;3;;:;6 __ -+.'Wi.1~1~A:o-'-2=-l-~Tµ:::vne:..;l-;.:-11_-+.,1.:,1cc·8::.::9-1------+I -~Bc.Y:.,;E~2;;0"'4c..;:811 
1---'3~7'-----l~W~1~2~-2'---l--~T~"ne~ll~I -..+:U~n~kn~o~w~n+------+--~B~Y~E~17~3~.~11i 
11...... __ 38 W12-2 Tvpe Ill Unknown BYE 173.211 
f__ 39 W12-2 T"ne Ill 12-93 BYE 174.2'1 
I 40 W12-2 Type Ill Unknown BYE 170.111 
'
t-- 41 W12-2 Tune 111 Unknown 1 BYE 181.9ii 
42 W1-2L Tvne Ill Unknown I BYE 236.7/i 
43 W1-2R T"ne Ill Unknown· BYE 192.0:1 
7 
c~=-7c~E~L7L====n=L7eg7e~n~d>=r9'B~a7ck~g~r~o~u~ndT=T=~S~ig~n""""r===~s~pee==edr===r==========,I 
DESCRIPTION Color Color Size Limit ' 
11 »111n Numuer -!~~;;~- -----::~~:I·---;~;!~-- -- ~==:~---- Back~~!~~951I 
i Code Tvn<> Date Ra Value Ra Value I 
1 R1-1 Tvoelll Unknown LWH214.1 BRE47.5j 
2 R1-1 Ty"" 111 Unknown L WH 229.0 B RE 36.71 
3 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 213.7 B RE 55.4', 1
", ---4~----r,R~1--1· Type Ill Unknown L WH 230.0i B RE 56.T) 
; ~ / ~ , • %; '7 !i 
1 ·5 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 214.6 B RE 42.911 
r--- 7 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 219.0 B RE 46.8 1 
8 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 288.9 B RE 64.4 I 
l l,---.9Cn---+.R"'1i--:C1--+--.;,TEype'-ileiill---t-f;U':'-nkC:n':o-';w-'::'n+---iL'-;WT,;-HCi2<;:2;-:;8c..;.Orl-_--iB~R:'i'E'-i5;-e5;';'1.4l ' 10 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 234.7 B RE 57.51 1'----'-''---~~-'---+---'-'-=--"'---l-'"-"'"-"'~-'--:::._:,:,:._:_""'--~---"~=-=-:,.;.:-:i, 1 11 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 214.4 B RE 69.41 
'i 
Ii 14 .R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 232.9 - B RE 37.4i 
li __ -:1,,5c-----tr;R,1-"1_--t--.T~y1pe,..111.---;,u.::n,,kn:c-o:c-wc:nT-_-,L.,.w.,H.,2"'2"0".3-r--"'B"R"E~4,3,.4,;;':i 
1
1,_ 16 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 214.6, B RE 54.0ii 
17 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 208.6 B RE 41.3!• 
1
: 18 R1-1 TvnP II! Unknown L WH 214.7 B RE 44,9il 
19 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown, L WH 203.2 B RE 46.0il i~--20 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 201.7 B RE 45.71! 
21 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 209 o_i-- B RE~~! 
I' 22 -- R1T- Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 212 71 B RE 55.01: 
I' 23 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 239.4 B RE 35.8•i 
IL __ - ----':2"'4----+R:=-1c--~1---+--=T,,_v'.e.§""e~;.;cl_llc-_-___ +.=_Uc.on7kn"'"'()_'"'_"!._"-n'+ ______ -;L=--W~H-'"'2"'2"'5"'.9=+1·---=B-=R"'_!=;--475'"'-.8"'i·! 25 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 230.4j B RE 58.6i' !i ____ 2§_ ___ _R1::L ____ _Iy_lle Ill Unknowtl_i_ __ ~H-~ ____ _B_f3_E 44_,_:I~' 
'; 27 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown, LWH272.4; BRE51.7;, 
j• 2_8 R1-1 ___ _!yoe Ill 11-93 L WH 233.51 B RE 37 7ii 
j' 29 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown I L WH 194.41 B RE 15.6;' 
I
. 30 .R1-1 Type Ill 09-86 L WH 221.6: B RE 43.31: 
:__ 31 R1-1 I Tvpe Ill 06-91 L WH 247.5 B RE 29.51! 
, 32 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 04-94 L WH 236.6 B RE 34.81! 
33 R1-1 I Tvpelll 07-87 , LWH223.8' BRE40.51i 
tr-, -7347---+'=R'"'1--1--1---T'°-y"'p"'e~1""11--+-0"'5~_790~+--1-7L-cW~H-=2'=5~5_""4+-----is=-R~E""5--;;4~8!! 
35 R1-1 Type Ill ~ 06-91 i L WH 247 51 8 RE 29 5i! 
Ii 36 R1-1 Tvpe 111 1 07-87 I L WH 215.0' B RE 47.911 I~. --.3'"7.----+.R"1,--1~--1----.To<-y~pe~ll l---+-..03'-AC86--r---L"'W"H"2"2"'2".3+i --"B"R"'E~33~6i 
Ii 38 R1-1 Type Ill 07-87 LWH241.0I BRE49.8,: 
I' 39 R1-1 Type Ill 06-89 L WH 272.8 8 RE 51.9![ 
I,''.' 40 R1-1 I Tvne l!I Unknown I L WH 293.3: 8 RE 4~: 
41 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 09-87 I L WH 228.21 8 RE 42.11: 
42 R1-1 Type Ill 03-90 LWH2096( BRE41.5:: 
43 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 06-91 L WH 246.9' B RE 48 7ti 
i 45 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 07-87 I L WH 238.0 8 RE 52.9:: 
!;-- 46 R1-1 Type Ill 11-89 1 L WH 175.1, 8 RE 35_3:: 
I 
!'-· ___ 47 ___ ~1-1 Type Ill I 08-93 ! L WH 252.41 8 RE 51.41' 
1: 48 R1-1 Type Ill 10-86 !- L WH 224.6: B RE 45.sH 
I 49 R1-1 __ Type Ill I 08-93 i L WH 258 71 _ B RE46"5i' 
!• 50 R1-1 ___lipelll 10-88 LWH2447! BRE43.51 
51 'R1-1 Type Ill j 10-86 i L WH 224.6: 8 RE 45.5: 
. 52 R1-1 Type Ill U_nknown' L WH 219.o: 8 RE 46.8 
·--~---_jf3_1.::.:L__l ___ Type l_ll __ lt,!f1known. L WH 213.6. B RE 42.6:· 
~-----_!;~ ____ jf3_1:1 . i Type lll__j__,2-86 i L WH 212.3 __ §._RE 40 ~-
------~5 ____ _Jf3_1.:_1_ ___ J_. _Tyjl~ i11 __ ~___1l:_86 _ _; ____ L _WH 227_}_; ______ §_f3.E 43.1. 
___ --~-6 ________ if3.1_~1 ____ ; ___ T~111 1 •. ..!9.::..8.l!_c ___ _L WHX~c..f), ______ §B_~-~1, 
. 57 IR1-2 ; Type Ill 05-89 , L RE 46.7 8 WH 255.4 
:=-.:-=.=5-3.::_ __ Jf<-1-2 __ _j __ TJP~ __ 
1
1 __ Q_5.:89_j ___ :_i,,__R_i::_:i_e 7 __ -_? VVf:l_251 .§, 
59 I ' : 
---··--·-------·--· ·--·- -
8 
c__ 1 R1-1 Tvne 111 03-94 L WH 295.7 B RE 50.91 
2 R1-1 Tvoelll Unknown LWH259.1 BRE47.9i 
le_ 3 R1-1 _ __!yoe 111 Unknown L WH 267.5 B RE 51.11 
11 4 R1-1 Tvnelll Unknown. LWH256.8 BRE36.81 Ii 5 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 248.3 B RE 40.91 I\- 6 R1-1 Tvpe 111 Unknown L WH 258.6 B RE 53.3 
I
: 7 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 292.5 B RE 57.3 1
1
. 
8 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 289.8 B RE 50.3 
Ii 9 R1-1 Type 111 Unknown L WH 2372 B RE 28.7
1 I: 10 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 275.9 B RE 50.6 11 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 02-92 L WH 286.5 B RE 58.1 
! 49 ___ JR1-1 c_ Type Ill 1 09-94 i l WH 222~ B RE 38 2i] !c-~---~- ~~::::: : i~:~~ i t~~~~~~' ~~~~~~ii 
\i 43 R1-1 Tvnelll I 10-92 ! LWH291.5 BRE49_31! 
l 44 R1-1 Tyoelll I 05-88 , LWH245.41 BRE25.6:1 
i 45 R1-1 Tvoe Ill I 10-92 1 L WH 291.5 B RE 49.3'j 
Ii 46 R1-1 Tvne I ! 11-89 I L WH 98.2\ B RE 14.8: 
!~- 47 !3_1_::_1____ Type Ill ! 11-90 ! L WH 283. 7 B RE 56.1 i 
r 48 R1-2 Type Ill i 09-86 I L RE 21.9 B WH 246.71 
1c· 49 R1-2 Tvoe 111 i 09-86 ' l RE 29.9. B WH 255.2! 
r 50 R5-1 __ -i-- Typelll_ !Unknown LWH215.9, BRE3031: 
51 JR5-1 .--j Type Ill 1 Unknown: L WH 261 O: B RE 33 31 
52 !R5-1 ---l__Ijtpelll :Un~_ LWH231.7\ BRE33.6 
_____ 53 __ _Jl3_~_-_:l ___ j__ Type 111 '_ 08-9_3_ L WH 236.8· B RE 2_~2J 
54 IR5-1 1 Type Ill . 04-92 : l WH 247.4. B RE 34 4'· 
:"---55----lRS-9 --;---Type-II-I ---:-Unknown. ---L WH 2432 B RE 32 2: 
---·-···----..,-------·- .. --1----·-------· ·------;- ----··-- ----------·----~ -·--··· 56 ;R5-9 : Type Ill 1Unknown. LWH215.6 BRE28.7J 
····---. ------·---t----· ----------------1~ ------------------··1--·-·--------57 __j____ _ ________ \' __J 
58 : : . ! j: 
_:: __ -jf ~==~:_-~i--_~:::_=1-~=: __ ~~:~: __ = ~;_:---:::~1~~==~=~~-=-_:=~~=~~----=~-=-~~~~~J 
9 
Sign Num~r MUTCD Material Install ! Legend Background. I 
Code Tv~ Date Ra Value Ra Value I 
1 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 237.0 B RE 25.9 
2 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 284.5 B RE 32.9\ 
3 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 240.4 B RE 58.6 
l 4 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 286.6· B RE 49. 
5 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 251.9 B RE 30. 
6 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 286.6 B RE 49. 
7 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown I· L WH 285.2 B RE 49. 
8 R1-1 Type Ill 01-89 I L WH 234.0 B RE 44. 
9 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 247.0 B RE 37. 
10 R1-1 Type Ill 02-90 1 L WH 273.5 B RE 49. 
11 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown' LWH228.1 BRE31. 
12 R1-1 Tvoelll Unknown I LWH288.3' BRE33. 
13 R1-1 Tvne 111 Unknown I L WH 284.5 B RE 32 
14 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown I L WH 249.8 B RE 3~1 
15 R1-1 Type 111 Unknown! L WH 239.2 B RE 4 
16 R1-1 Tvoelll Unknown: LWH218.2· t:Jru:". 
i ~~ ~~:~ i~~: ::: ~~~~~:~' t ~~ ~~~ ~: ~ ~~ ;~ t 
19 R1-1 Tvne 111 Unknown I L WH 227.9'1 B RE 69.' 
20 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown l WH 232.7 B RE 24.21 
, 21 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 10-94 : L WH 294.5 B RE 47.21 
II 22 R1-1 Tvnelll 05-88 i LWH241.4 BRE36.6i :>----23 R1-1 Type 111 10-89 '! l WH 262 11 B RE 45.4\ 
, 24 R1-1 Type 111 06-94 L WH 279 3I B RE 56.1 ! 
r--25---R1-1 Type 111 07-87 1- L WH 268 21 B RE80:6i 
L----2_6 _ _:_ ____ j.R_1_:-_1_ ___ ~ __ J_yj'.le Ill . 10-!l] _ _L _ _b .. WH 208J1J __ B_l3~_]_~~1 
i 27 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 10-87 I L WH 254.3 1 B RE 52.9:; 
28 R1-1 Type Ill 02-92 i l WH 309.71 8 RE 53.011 
! 29 R1-1 Tvpe 111 ; 11-88 ! L WH 259_9; B RE 37 6ii 
30 IR1-1 Type 111 11-88 L WH 264.0i s~4J.Y 
f-_ 31 IR1-1 Tvoelll 03-94 1 LWH302.11 B~ 
; -32 ___ fR1-1 Type 111 03-94 I L WH 273.0, B RE 54. 
'--·-'3~3 __ ~R~1~-1'----..!l-~T~y1p~e~l~ll_-!-_1~1~-9~0~---'L~W~H~2~9~0~0~j __ ~B~R~E~5~5~-~ i 34 R1-1 Tyoe 111 ! 05-88 i L WH 241.41 B RE 36" 
! 35 R1-1 Type Ill 11-90 I LWH 303.1 B RE 48.1 i 
36 R1-1 Tvne Ill 11-90 I L WH 298.8 B RE 49.4,1 
37 R1-1 Type 111 11-90 I L WH 269.3 B RE 48.9'1 
I 38 R3-5 Tvoelll Unknown: LWH220.1' 8RE223! 
1 39 R3-5 I Tvne Ill Unknown I L WH 220. 1 B RE 22.3 i 
J~~---+~-::-1 I Type 111 i 08-90 i L WH 241.6 B RE 16.0'! 
[ __ ~ _ __JR5-1 I Tvne 111 1 07-86 , l WH 231.81 B RE 26.9:i 
Ii 42 [R5-1 I Tvne 111 Unknown, L WH 193.7 fiimRE 221 
I! 43 R5-1 Tvoe 111 Unknown' L WH 242.4· 
1i 44 R5-1 I Tvne 111 I Unknown\ L WH 247. 1 . il 45 R5-1 I Type Ill Unknown' L WH 254. 1: B RE 34. 1! 46 IR5-1 I Tvoe Ill I 10-86 I L WH 242.6' B RE 26. 
II 47 IR5-1 I Type 111 Unknown 1 L WH 190.6 8 RE 17. 
!--4s--!R5-T--T Type Ill Unknown' L WH 228.2! B RE 36-:' 
,i--49--IR5T--r· T_y)'.)E'_ 111 Unknown• L WH 2424 I B RE39.i 
50 IR5-1 Type Ill ! Unknown L WH 198 21 8 RE 19.7! 
' 51 ·--1,--52 _______ __c----------i------j----
1::=_:-~ 53 :::: _:--~-===~ : I _;_ _J ___ -----i; - __ 54_ --- _, . -- ... -- --- - -----'---·--"----------·----''---------1· 
IL---· .__?_S________ _ __ L_. ' ------ --· ------------1-----·---· -----~1 
i 56 I i 1:-~-- .. ~ ~~ii·=···~~:~=--~~~--~~~·=~=~=~==~----~--~-- -=·-- :·:=--·-~-=~~ ·-: 
!:. __ --_ .. -... ---· .. ~-o-~.---... :.·.- . ·-- . ···--·,,-·--·---··---- ----- --;--- ··-··----~----·--·- --·-·--·---+----·--------·-·+ 
_ -~ . --· ."::'~j.::..o"""'---::=='"'="'-=--=-"=-·"'·=~==.:.-.:cc· . ..=:~..:~c-:c.""-"'"-="--:::=..:.-·:.::"_-:-'.==--=.."=""'"""=:.--.=:<;":::-;-~=·=-=:.. 
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CELL Legend Background Sign Speed I 
DESCRIPTION Color Color Size Limit 
.. 
White Red 36 08-Mar-95 i <=40 
vu Material Install Legend tsacKground I 
Code ~elll ~ Ra Value Ra Value I 1 w1-1 L VVH J"lri.t t:3 I"'(!" ."lu.61 
2 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown LWH267.9 B RE 52.5j 
3 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown LWH267.8 B RE 46.51 
I 4 R1-1 Type Ill 09-88 LWH265.0 B RE 45.81 
5 Tvoe Ill 01-89 L WH 281.2 I R1-1 BRE440i 
6 R1-1 Tvpelll 09-88 LWH255.9 B RE 38.61 
7 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown LWH231.6 BRE57.1I 
,8 R1-1 TvPe Ill 08-90 LWH 261.1 B RE 50.61 
9 R1-1 Tvpelll 11-84 LWH250.1 B RE 49.6 1 10 R1-1 Tvoelll Unknown LWH233.9 B RE 33.5j 
11 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown : LWH242.4 B RE48.91 
12 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 12-88 LWH236.9 B RE 42.6! 
13 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown 'L WH 196.0 B RE 40.21 
14 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown LWH240.7 B RE 66.51 
15 R1-1 TvPelll Unknown LWH237.9 B RE 33.5[ 
' 16 R1-1 Tvoelll Unknown L WH 193.4 B RE 44.6i 
17 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 209.7 B RE 12.6'i 
! 18 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown LWH253.3 B RE 50.0·1 
19 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown LWH276.8 B RE 51.51: 
! 20 R1-1 Tvnelll Unknown L WH 153.8 B RE 21.21 
' 
21 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 247.5 B RE 70.211 
' 22 R1-1 Tvne Ill 09-88 LWH253.2 B RE 45.81 
23 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 214.4 B RE 47.1 \ 
24 R1-1 __lyoe Ill 12-93 L WH 279.1 BRE5~! 
I 25 R1-1 Tvpelll Unknown LWH1897 B RE 330! 
~ 26 R1-1 T•me 111 Unknown L WH 250.2 B RE 42.5n 
... 
27 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 247.3' B RE 49 7j; R1-1 
I 28 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown LWH220.9 B RE 30.41; 
: 29 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 164.5 B RE 34.0:; 
30 R1-1 Tvne Ill 07-94 L WH 243.7 B RE 50.4\ 
31 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 265.1 B RE 44.3i 
! 32 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 245.1 B RE 15 61i 
' 33 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 211.6 B RE 30.6•' I 
B RE 50 11[ ! 34 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 135.2 
' 35 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 11-90 LWH257.9 I BRE47.11; 
' 36 R1-1 Type Ill 06-93 L WH 273.1 B RE49.0! 
37 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 06-93 L WH 270.0 B RE 53.1 ! 
i 38 - Tvpe Ill 02-86 B RE 20.111 R1-1 L WH 184.8 
i 39 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown LWH 234.6 B RE 45.9<' 
1! 40 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 07-94 L WH 274.0 B RE 47.21! 
! 41 R1-1 Tvne 111 07-88 LWH 266.2 B RE 44.6, 
i 42 R1-1 Tvne Ill 06,93 LWH244.3 B RE47.61i 
' 43 R1-1 Tvne Ill 02-88 LWH232.2 B RE 368•1 
' 
' 
44 R1-1 Tvne Ill 06-93 LWH236.61 B RE 49.2, 
Ii 45 R1-1 Tvne Ill 07-89 L WH 278.8 B RE 50.21! 
' 46 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 06-93 LWH278.2. B RE 50 5lj 
I, 
47 R5-9 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH216.9 B RE 36.4ii 
48 R5-9 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 244.0 BRE1611 
49 R5-9 Tvne Ill Unknown LWH220.51 B RE 36 ~, 
!· 50 R5-9 Tvpe Ill Unknown I L WH 207.2 B RE 16 9. 
I 51 I 
I I' 
I 52 1---·-·--- I, ! 53 l 1: 1: 54 J_ I I ;! 
11 
f - 1 f-<1-1 Jvuein Unknown Lu\fHL41."'- tsri; Ll-il'.Ll-1! 
2 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 228.5 B RE 41.2i 
3 R1-1 __Iyoelll 11-88 LWH241.4 BRE3W! 
4 . R1-1 Tvoe Ill 07-86 L WH 238.0 B RE 38.4, 
5 R1-1 Tvne Ill 04-87 LWH236.8 BRE69.5I 
6 R1-1 Tvne Ill 06-89 L WH 244.6 B RE 45.0I 
7 R1-1 Type Ill 07-86 L WH 243.6 B RE 36 1 t 
8 R1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 213.9 B RE 27.6! 
9 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown .L WH 182.3 ___ _13_13E_~2! 
10 R1-1 .. --- Tvoe 1-11.-- Unkiiown ___ l. WH 229.8 B RE 33.21 
11 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 204.0 B RE 35.0li 
12 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 266.9 B RE 43.5'1 
ir---1~3~- R1-1 ' Tvpe Ill Unknown l WH 212.9 B RE 35.7j 
. 14 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 228.2 B RE 26.1 i 
15 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown l WH 241.3 B RE 38.0i 
16 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 11-88 LWH250.8 BRE44.7i 
17 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown l WH 270.3 B RE 47.9:1 
18 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 213.7 B RE 27.2:: 
19 R1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown l WH 274.0 B RE 45.0! 
20 R1-1 Tvne 111 07-86 L WH 223.1. B RE 35.8!! 
21 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown l WH 224.91 B RE 21.1 i 
22 R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 241.1 B RE 39.31: 
23 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 06-90 l WH 250.3 B RE 47.1 I 
ll---'=-24 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 08-92 L WH 260.5 B RE 45.811 
25 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 12-94 L WH 307.6 B RE 48.11 
=--~~--- R_1.:.1_ _______ !Ye~_ Ill 02-94 ____ L WH 276'-E?I-- __ E?_R_S,:13.4} 
27 'R1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown l WH 257.61 B RE 49.3'. 
I 28 R1-1 Type Ill 02-88 LWH206.3i BRE31.1': 
29 R1-1 Type Ill 02-94 LWH282.1i BRE340jj 
;~ 1 ~;:; ~~~: ::: I g~:~~ t~~~~~~! ~~~~~~: 
32 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 02-88 L WH 227.7 B RE 33.1 i 
33 R1-1 Type Ill 12-88 L WH 262.5 B RE 43.1'i 
34 IR1-1 Tvoe Ill 02-94 L WH 284.3 B RE 4~! 
35 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 01-90 L WH 264.9• B RE 41.81· 
-· 36 R1-1 Tvpe Ill 02-88 L WH 99.3 B RE 18.8ii 
37 R1-1 Type Ill 02-94 L WH 281.9 B RE 44.51: 
38 R1-1 Tvne Ill 02-88 L WH 237.3 B RE 3131i 
11 39 R1-1 Tvne Ill 08-89 L WH 291.0. B RE 46.9!; 
l
. __ ....:l_Cl_ R1-1 Type 111 Unknown L WH 250.51 B RE 35.71, 
41 R1-1 Type Ill 12-88 ' L WH 216.3 B RE 40.1ji 
42 R1-1 Tvne Ill 12-88 l WH 271.9 B RE 41.911 
43 R1-1 Type Ill 04-85 L WH 253.5 B RE 41.91j 
44 R1-1 Type Ill 03-87 L WH 258.1 B RE 39.2i, 
45 R1-1 Tvoe Ill 03-86 l WH 213.4 B RE 52.5il 
46 R1-1 ,_ Type Ill 01-91 L WH 213.5 B RE 37.2·11 
47 IR1-1 TYoe 111 Unknown L WH 246.3: B RE 52.4: 
48 R1-1 Type Ill Unknown, L WH 246.31 B RE 46.9•: 
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i CELL Legend Background Sign Speed = 
DESCRIPTION __ cB . ."'lal_cOk! .. ' - ---- WCC?hllotei:____ __>s_._~4e8__ Limit --- ·0··8--M·a··,•·9''5 ii 
--- ;;;;;fir-· - - _ 
Sign Number MUTCD Material Install Legend Background I 
Code T"~ Date Ra Value Ra Value I 
1 R2-1 T"ne Ill 02-90 B WH 257.0'i 
2 R2-1 Type Ill 03-92 B WH 249.11 
3 R2-1 T"ne Ill 04-88 B WH 267.2, 
4 R2-1 Tvne Ill 04-92 B WH 233.11 
5 R2-1 Tune Ill 04-92 B WH 274.41 
6 R2-1 Tv""' Ill . 06-87 B WH 216.91 
7 R2-1 ·Tvne Ill 06-87 B WH 215.5j 
8 R2-1 Tvr.e Ill 06-87 B WH 266.8; 
9 R2-1 Tvne Ill 06-87 B WH 276.4 ! 
10 R2-1 Tune Ill 06-87 I B WH 216.91 
11 R2-1 Tvne Ill 06-87 B WH 266.~jl 
12 R2-1 T"ne Ill 06-88 B WH 240.01 
13 R2-1 Tvr.e Ill 06-88 B WH 267. 71 
14 R2-1 Tune Ill 06-89 B WH 290.31 
15 R2-1 Tvpe Ill 07-87 B WH 214.6 
16 R2-1 Tvne Ill 07-92 B WH 276.81 
17 R2-1 T•me Ill 08-89 B WH 242.4!1 
18 R2-1 Tvr.e Ill 08-93 B WH 277.0·1 
19 R2-1 Tune Ill 09-89 B WH 270.91 
20 R2-1 Tvne 111 09-89 BWH266.7, 
21 R2-1 Tvpe 111 09-89 B WH 224.0i 
22 R2-1 T•melll 11-84 I BWH208.31 
[ 23 R2-1 Tvpelll 11-85 BWH32.31 
L_ __ 2_4_ __ B_2-1_ ____ l)'_p_e 111 11-89 -BWR281.1i 





27 R2-1 ! Tvpe Ill Unknown i-- BWH222:1; 
28 R2-1 Tvpe 111 Unknown 1 B WH 228.2 i 
29 R2-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown I B VVH 198_._!' i 
30 .R2-1 Tvpe !!1 Unknown ! B WH 217.1: 
31 R2-1 l___:i:ypelll Unknown I BWH275.8i 
32 R2-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown 1 B WH 274.3
1
, 
33 R2-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown 1· B WH 256.21 
. -- I 34 R2-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown B WH 221.0. 
35 R2-1 I Tvoe Ill Unknown I B WH 201.1 i 
36 R2-1 Tvne Ill Unknown I B WH 234.4 i 
~---~3~7 __ -"R~2~-~1 _ _,_ _ _;_Tvup~e~l~ll _ _._U~n~k~n~o~w~n-+------+-l __ ~B~W'-"-H~2~1~8=.2! 
38 R2-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown 1 ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ i 
39 R2-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown 
40 R2-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown B WH 190.41 
41 R2-4 Tvoe 111 Unknown B WH 258.4) 
42 R2-5c Tvoe Ill 02-88 B WH 282.2 
43 R2-5c Tvoe Ill 05-92 B WH 211.2 
44 R2-5c Type Ill 08-92 B WH 196.6'• 
45 R2-5c T•me Ill Unknown B WH 169.~ 
46 R2-5c Tvpe Ill Unknown I B WH 259.6 
~ 47 R2-5c _ Tvne Ill Unknown ! B WH 246.41 
l 48 R6-1 Tvpe Ill 03-94 I B V'J.fi.293~j 
! 49 R6-1 Tvr.e Ill 03-94 i B WH 293.2
1
· 
,! 50 R6-1 • Type Ill I 04-92 I i B WH 282. 1 
("-- 5_[ ~-1 __ =- I Type 111109-89 I , B_WH 237.7J 
I
!. 52 R6-1 ! Typelll j_11-85 i BWH196.8" 
1 53 R6-1 _! __ Type Ill Unl<nown i_ __ B WH 2_~i3J5l' 
r---·-54 IR6-1 1 Type Ill Unknown I B WH 24f.Qj 
1~-~-__j~<?.::_1_ _ j ____ iype Ill _____ U_riknowni _. B WH 255. 1j. 
I ----·· __ §_6 _____ if<6-1 ----'----~yp_e_*f ~n~nC>_v;_fl_j __ _;_ __ ~ -t0~~~-~-~: i- ___ 5! ____ ~!?.:~ _ _; ___ yp_e_ __ _, _ _n _ _riCJ_wn ;---- ---~ 
: 58 ; i I 
::___ --~~]~~:_;·=~=:: =-~====-~ =-~-~-==~~.L::::.:.~. ·_·_:~- -~~-:_:~::----=~:~~~-~-::~~---]. 
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1c()k' 1 __ ·-w~_ohL1o1_e~---- . ___ Size .... Limit __ .. ____ I 30:35 ... - · >=45.. 08-Mar-95 ' 
I Sign Number MUTCD Material Install Legend Background 
Code Tvne Date Ra Value Ra Value' 
1· hU-1 Tvne Ill Unknown B WH 266.6: 
2 R2-1 , Type Ill 02-85 B WH 110.3: 
3 R2-1 Tvne Ill 03-92 B WH 191.2[ 
,, ___ 4 R2-1 ! Tvne Ill 03-92 B WH 255.2" 
,I 5 R2-1 . i Tvoe Ill 10-85 B WH 206.5'j 
I 6 R2-1 I Tvne Ill 02-85 B WH 210.31 
7 R2-1 ! T•me Ill Unknown B WH 255.61 
8 R2-1 T~pe Ill 10-85 B WH 252.2! 
9 R2-1 I Tvpe Ill 06-91 B WH 284.8! 
10 R2-1 i Tvne Ill Unk-nown B WH 268.2f 
11 R2-1 I T"nelll 06-91 BWH277.(' 
12 R2-1 ---· Tvne Ill 11-92 B WH 254.! 
13 R2-1 Type Ill Unknown B WH 267.F 
14 R2-1 Tvnelll 10-93 BWH·198.2f 
15 R2-1 ' Tvpe Ill 03-91 B WH 279.211 
16 __ R2-1 , Type Ill Unknown BWH260.1i 
17 R2-1 ! Tvne Ill Unknown B WH 183.3'. 
18 R2:1 ! T"ne Ill 02-86 B WH.258.7! 
I: 19 R2-1 ____J_ Tvne Ill Unknown BWH221.01; 
II 20 .R2-1__J T•me Ill Unknown B WH 303.21! 
I 21 R3-3 i Tvpe Ill 03-94 B WH 280.1 j 
! 22 R3-3 i Tvoe Ill Unknown B WH 164.3i 
II 23 R3-3 Type Ill Unknown _ B WH 162.0! 
II 24 __ ..f3_3_.:.3_ ___ ! _.J:l.'.oe Ill 03-94 B WH 283.o: 
'i 25 IR3-3 j Type Ill 03-94 B WH 280 1jt 
1 ___ 2() ____ i:l-3.~3 __ J ___ TYJ>e Ill 03-94 _______ _12_\'{H 283.0J 
' 27 R4-7 Type Ill 04-94 B WH 135.0. 
11--28 R4-7 -t' Type Ill Unknown EiWH 174.71: 
'I 29 R4-7 I Type Ill Unknown I B WH 289.fri 
11 30 !R4-7 1 Tvoe 111 Unknown, B WH 180.4~1 
31 IR4-7 I Type Ill Unknown B WH 155.0:: 
32 'R4-7 ! Type Ill 05-92 B WH 240.1 i 
33 R4-7 I Tvoe Ill Unknown B WH 242.4'' 
34 R4-7 i Type Ill Unknown I ·s WH 136.oi: 
35 R4-7 i Tvne Ill 04-91 B WH 269.3!' 
I~ 36 R4-7 i Tvpe Ill 01-86 .B WH 144.3•! 
37 R4-7 I Tvpe Ill 04-90 B WH 250.4:' 
38 R4-7 1 Tvne Ill Unknown B WH 135.4' 
39 R4-7 _j Type Ill 07-91 B WH 192.7i' 
I 40 R4-7 Type Ill 12-89 B WH 234.71 
1 __ 4~1,__ __ -+R~4~-~7-~;-~T""'vne"-'"lllc_-+--"10~-~86:e_1-____ -+---'B~W,'-'-'H~2~0~8.~71 
r 42 R4-7 1 Tvpe Ill 06-87 B WH 210.2, 
43 R4-7 1 Tvne Ill Unknown B WH 174.9: 
1. 44 R4-7 i Tvpe Ill Unknown B WH 269.2! 
1-- 45 R4-7 ' Tvoe Ill Unknown B WH 257.2 
, 46 R4-7 I Tvpe Ill Unknown B WH 168.4' 
, 47 -· R4-7 I Tvoe Ill Unknown I B WH 106.5j 
. ·-48-- !R4-7 ~ Tvoe Ill Unknown. 8 WH 134.8, 
11=-~----Et~- :~~= ::: =fi~~~~~:~: I ~~~ ~~~~· 1,__ __ 5_! ___ _J~6-1_______ Type Ill _ 03-94 1 I B WH 268 9, 1 52 IR6-1 Type Ill Unknown. -i- B WH 235 3 
1-: - - --~~ -- --:±~~:+--==-----:f ~{: ~: --\ ~~~~n+---- ____ J__ __ ~-w~ ;~~~ 
!. 55 lf 6-1 Type 111 03-94 : B WH 268 9 1:-- ___ _?6 ____ .,£<6.:1_ ~ -= __ T_y_pe Ill _j.Qn_kno:-y~- _ ____ ---:-- __ B '0{':!_1_9_ff: 
1---- _5!_ _______ jR6_:1_ ---- IYE.<?_1_11 __ __'._ 03-92 _________ E3_'011:1_18_!'i~ 
1, _____ 5~----- ___ LR6.:2.. ____ l)p~_ll _ --~--Q4-9'!_,___ -· _ _ __ " ____ El_.'{V_l:l__.1-.~6. 4_ 1~~---::=~~~~=~=t-;:1__-::..-::~,~-=~~=~~l~---:,=J:-_:05:~-~=-~----=-:::-:-:-::~J=~:~~=~=:~~~~-
14 
1 R2-1 ·Tvnelll 11-lih 
2 R2-1 Type Ill 04-92 B WH 
3 R2-1 . Tvoe Ill 12-88 B WH 
4 R2-1 . Tvoe Ill ' 03-89 , B WH 
5 R2-1 Tvne Ill 04-88 B WH 251.41! 
6 R2-1 Tyoe Ill 04,92 B WH 271. 111 
7 R2-1 Type Ill 04-92 B=H 208.6')
8 R2-1 · Tvoe Ill 05-93 B WH 
9 R2-1 Tvoe Ill 05-88 I B 
10 R2-1 . Tvoe !II Unknown B WH 212. 
11 R2-1 Type Ill ' 06-89 B WH 232. 
12 R2-1 Type Ill 07-87 B WH 280. 
13 R2-1 TvPe Ill 08-91 BWH 256. 
14 R2-1 Type Ill 08-93· • B WH 255. 
15 R2-1 . Typelll 08-93 I BWH264.1 
16 R2-1 Tvpe Ill 10-90 I B WH 269.3 
17 R2-1 Type Ill Unknown, B WH 207.8 
18 R2-1 Tvoe Ill 11-85 B WH 219.4 
19 R2-1 Type Ill Unknown B WH 1h.<.' 
20 R2-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown B WH 278.:< 
21 R2-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown B WH 302.611 
22 R2-1 Tvne Ill I Unknown BWH205.8li 
23 R2-1 Type Ill !Unknown BWH139.4i 
24 R2-1 Tvne Ill Unknown B WH 215.8!i 
25 R2-1 Type Ill Unknown! B WH 231.61 
26 13Z:L=t. ___ }~_11_1 _ _J_unknowill _13 V\l_H _!]_?,JJ 
27 R2-1 · Ty~! :Unknown, BWl-1158~' 
28 R2-1 Type Ill 02-92 BWH2880il 
29 R2-1 Tvpe Ill i 03-89 , B WH 234.51! 
30 R2-1 Type Ill ·unknown: BWH229.0.
1 
31 R2-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown I B WH 213.71~ 
32 R2-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown I B WH 229.31
1 33 R2-1 . Type Ill .Unknown! BWH157.4. 
34 R2-1 Tvoe Ill I Unknowlil B WH 131.111 
35 R2-1 Type Ill Unknown I B WH 177.8!i 
36 R2-1 Type Ill Unknown i B WH 237.41• 
37 R2-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown i B WH 278.511 38 R2-1 Type Ill j Unknown I B WH 241.11! 
39 R2-1 . Type Ill . Unknown I B WH 284.2li 
L_40 R2-1 Tvpelll !Unknown• BWH290.7jl 
I 41 R2-1 Tvoe Ill i Unknown' B WH 166.4\: 
42 R2-1 Tvpe 111 : Unknown B WH 262.?li 
43 R2-1 Type Ill Unknown! B WH 226.4 1 
44 R3-9b Tyoe Ill i 05-89 1 B WH 185.1 I 
I- 45 R3-9b Tvne Ill . 05-89 I B WH 248 6:! f-- 46 R3-9b Type Ill I Unknown 1 B WH 191.2•i 
1 
_____ .£__ _R6-1 Tv~ I unknown' B WH 246.5j! 
I 48 --R6-1 Typelll !Unknown· BWH24581 ----49 R6-1 I _Iy~111-------:u_riknown: . B WH 2.UOj: 
' 5() ___ _1i~-- i __ _!y_pe llL __ _c_Unk!1_own B WH 226.9,! 
I
r___ 51 R6-1 __ J_ __ TJ'.f>~_l~--!·l!_nk~!>'~------li' ___ B W_H_~:Q.~, 
52 R6-1 __L Type Ill j_ Unknown: B WH 2061_c 
i 53 iR6-1 I Tvpe Ill ; Unknown 1 B WH 242.6, 
, ____ 5_4 ]136-1 __J ___ _Iype JlL ___ , Unkr1gwn i B WH 209 8; 
I 55 R6-1 I -r:~ Ill Unknown 1 B WH 251 g, 
1 __ -~~ R6-1 ____ -f __ J)'.p~l_l_l_ ___ ,l!_rl~1_1_~\,Vil,. ________ ; ___ B W_f:l_?]}}c 
l!~=-----?~--.-1--~-=·-~ ___ l_=-~~--===-~-:~=~~--~----- ··==j: !'. 59 ! ! . ' ,1 ____ .!' 
t_:: :~o-::_::::-=- j::~:::::j:·:=:~:::.~ .:.:;;,:.::_.:~:.:-::::::::::::::::==- 1 :.:_-:-:.~=-). 
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I - C-ELL- -- -Legend Background Sign Speed 
I DE;SCRIPTION Color Color Size Limit 
- Black - ·-whit_e ___ -;:;24 -- -----<~a- ·····- ·-··------ ----.--... ,.....,,.-08-Mar-95 
Sign Number MUTCD Material install Legend Background 
code Tv= Date RaVaiue RaVaiue I 
.1 M1-4 Tvue Ill Unknown BWH236.5\ 
2 M1-4 Type Ill Unknown BWH251.91 
3 M1-4 Tvoe Ill Unknown BWH234.6 
4 M1-4 Tvpe 111 Unknown B WH 171.21 
5 M1-4 · Type Ill Unknown BWH182.21 




M1-4 Type Ill 03-90 
8 M1-4 Tvpe Ill Unknown BWH201.3 
9 M1-4 Tvoe Ill 12-90 B WH 270.4 
.10 M1-4 Type Ill Unknown BWH256.71 
11 M1-4 Tvpe Ill 03-90 BWH207.4 
12 M1-4 Tvne Ill 04-94 B WH262.4, 
13 M1-5 Tvpe Ill Unknown BWH285.9I 
14 M1-5 · Type Ill Unknown BWH271.6i 
15 M1-5 Tvpelll 11-92 BWH288.7! 
16 M1-5 Type Ill Unknown 1 BWH281.1[ 
! 17 M1-5 Tvne Ill 06-91 B WH 258.41 
18 M1-5 Tvne Ill Unknown! B WH 294.1, 
I 19 M1-5 Tvoe Ill Unknown 1 BWH283.8I 
20 M1-5 . Tvne Ill Unknown BWH291.31 
21 M1-5 Tvoe Ill 01-90 B WH 2894\ 
22 M1-5 Tvne Ill Unknown BWH25Q.9, 
23 M1-5 Tvnelll Unknown; BWH279.9I 
24 M1-5 Type Ill Unknown I BWH286.7\ 
25 M1-5 Tvpe Ill 05-91 BWH285.0! 
26 M2, 1_ __ J_ __ __ TyP!J.1.1.__ Unknown 1 -··-·-- BWH222.3:' ; 
-·- - ----i ~, 
' 
27 M3-1 ' Tvpe Ill Unknown' BWH237.211 
28 M3-1 Type Ill Unknown B WH 251.2'i 
I 29 M3-2 Tvoe Ill 03-90 ! BWH 1955[\ 




31 M3-3 Type Ill Unknown, BWH 19~ 
, 32 M3-4 Tyoe Ill 03-90 I B WH 219.311 
I 33 M4-5 Type Ill Unknown! BWH218.61 
I 34 M4-6 Tvoe Ill Unknown I BWH 253.8,i 
35 M5-1 ' Tvne Ill Unknown! I BWH264.0I: 
36 M5-1 Type Ill 08-94 BWH278.2i 
37 M5-1 Tv"" Ill Unknown) BWH249.3l 
38 M6-1 Type Ill Unknown B WH 16791! 
39 M6-1 Tvne Ill 03-90 B WH 191.0i\ 
40 IM6-1 ~ Type Ill Unknown! BWH 2441j, 
41 1M6-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown! BWH250.0'1 
42 M6-1 Tvne Ill Unknown I BWH240.3:I 
43 M6-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown I BWH 224.1 11 
~ 44 M6-1 Type Ill Unknown' B WH 299.111 45 M6-1 Type Ill Unknown! BWH2597i\ 
' 46 !06-2 -1--__!ype Ill Unknown: B WH 146.0l1 
' I 47 M6-4 1 Tvoe Ill ,Unknown! ~~~~~~~:\ 
' 48 IM6-4 _j_ Type Ill Unknown' 'I 
B WH 199.011 I 49 IM6-4 __j ___ T_y.f?e Ill Unknown! I ---, BWH276.7[1 
16 
fC- =c-E-l1- - Leg-e-nci-8-ac-k-gr_o_u-nd-=-~-Sl9=n=-='f===.s''i>ee<1==f=="f======91 
11 DESCRIPTION Color ______ Color__ _____ !')ize _______ Li!'!_i_~ ___ _J!llll!il!lll!lll!!ii 
I' White Green n/a >=45 08-Mar-9 , 
I! Sign Number MUTCD Material Install Legend Background I 
I! Code Ty~ Date Ra Value Ra Value I 
· 2 01-1 Tvne Ill 05-S6 L WH 218.9 B GR 50-4 i 
3 01-1 Tvnelll 04-92 LWH285.0 BGR51_5
1 
4 01-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 248-4 8 GR 45.1 
5 01-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 244.1 B GR 42_0
1 
6 01-1 Tvne Ill 06-S6 L WH 273.2 8 GR 54.0 
7 01-1 TV>"' Ill 03-91 L WH 310.2 8 GR 59.3 
8 01-1 Tvoelll 04-92 LWH287.5 BGR52.ol 
9 01-1 Tv"" Ill 06-S6 L WH 273.2 8 GR 54.0 
10 01-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 260.0 8 GR 44.6i 
11 01-2 Tvoe Ill 09-S7 L WH 269.8' B GR 49_ 1 I 
12 01-2 Type Ill 02-94 L WH 317.7 B GR 50 1 I 
13 01-2 Tvoe 111 03-91 l Wf--f3o5.6' ' B GR 58:81 
14 01-2 Type Ill Unknown L WH 250.0 8 GR 32.1 
15 01-2 Type Ill Unknown LWH252.5 BGR49.1 
16 01-2 Type Ill Unknown L WH 277.5 B GR 45.0f 
17 01-2 Type Ill Unknown L WH 301.9 8 GR 49.61 
18 01-2 Tvoe Ill 03-91 L WH 278-4 8 GR 60_ 1 ! 
19 01-3 Type Ill 10-85 LWH 233.0 8 GR 40.2i 
20 01-3 Type Ill 04-91 L WH 202.3 8 GR 41.5,i 
21 01-3 Type Ill Unknown L WH 230.8 B GR 46.5: 
22 01-3 Type Ill Unknown L WH 267.9 8 GR 50.8j 
'1--~2~3-=-1:071-~3---+--T~rY~!p~e~ll~l---+-~0~7~-8~8--+--:CL~W~H~2~42~.5:l----=---'B=--=G~R~4~7'-"4_7! 24 01-3 Type Ill 08-86 L WH 281.5 8 GR 46 41i 25 01-3 Type Ill 08-86 L WH 287. 1 8 GR 52 7ij 
Ii 26 01-3 Tvoelll Unknown LWH204.8 BGR36.11 
1 27 01-3 Type Ill Unknown L WH 294.0· B GR 53 '!Ji li~11' __ ~28~--~0~1~-3,____f----=T~vci::::::""~ll~l--+;U7n~k~n~ow~n'-'-+-----7'L7W~H~3~99~-72f-----_;;B~G~R~3~2~-0;1j 29 01-3 Type Ill Unknown L WH 266.1 8 GR 56.5;; 30 01-3 I Tvpe Ill Unknown, L WH 266.1 8 GR 55_5,; 
I: 31 02-2 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 266.1 B GR 47.8:: 
32 E1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 309.7 B GR 64-2ii 
33 E1-1 Type Ill 03-91 L WH 306.2 B GR 59.5:i 
34 E1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 309.7 B GR 64211 
35 E1-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 245.2 8 GR 61.5;1 
36 E1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 295.0 B GR 60.7! 
37 E1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 295.0 8 GR 60.71: 
38 E1-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 245.2 B GR 61.5!1 
39 E5-1 Type Ill 09-91 L WH 2762 B GR 54.9:i 
40 E5-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 274.9 8 GR 51.0J: 
41 E5-1 Tvoe Ill 09-91 L WH 276-2 8 GR 54_91: 
42 E5-1 Tvpe Ill Unknown L WH 275-2 B GR 52.3!: 1c-------;c;;----ti=i,--,------t--~'=-:-T,;-=----t;=;::,~'-::::-t-=-f--;-i;;--;~~t---;:;---.;;-""'~' I 43 E5-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 274.9 B GR 51.01, 
44 E5-1 Type Ill Unknown L WH 273.3 B GR 50.6: 
45 E5-1 Tvne Ill Unknown I L WH 273.3 8 GR 50.6', 
46 E5-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 275-2 8 GR 52.3;! 
'! 47 E5-1 Tvne Ill 03-91 L WH 295-2 B GR 56.0" 
1· 49 1-3 Tvne Ill 08-87 L WH 180_0 B GR 28.31, 
17 
i-~~:g~~;~;~~--c~1~~,'r ·-sac~~;:-na·--- · ~\~: · 1· · si~f - _L ___ ----~=---~-= 
White Green n/a <=40 · 27-
Sign Number MUTCD Material msra11 Legena HacKgr 
Code .Tvoe Date Ra Value Rav-· 
- --· 1 - 01:1 - 1vne "' Unknown - L Wl"f2if5.61. - B .. ~ .. r. 
2 D1-1 Tvoe Ill 08-88 L WH 244.21 8 GR 43.2 
3 D1-1 Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 208.91 8 GR 34.9 
4 D1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown l WH 233.7: 8 GR 43.2 1 
5 D1-1 Tvnelll Unknown LWH58.1 BGR22.71 
6 D1-1 Type Ill 03-91 l WH 275.81 8 GR 51.6 
7 D1-1 Tvoe Ill U.nknown l WH 239.8i 8 GR 43.6 
8 D1-1 Type Ill Unknown LWH227.1 BGR49.2i 
ll----9 D1-1 Type Ill Unknown l WH 304.7 8 GR 47.61 
10 D1-f-- Tvne Ill Unknown L WH 267.7 B GR 47.0 
11 D1-1 Type Ill Unknown LWH285.1 BGR47.3 
12 D1-1 Tvn<e Ill 06-87 L WH 253.9 8 GR 46.2 
13 D1-1 Tvoe Ill Unknown l WH 234.6 8 GR 46.5 
14 D1-1 Tvne Ill 03-92 l WH 264.71 B GR 47.01 
15 D1-2 Type Ill Unknown l WH 244.8 1 B GR 40.21 
16 D1-2 Type Ill Unknown l WH 222.6i B GR 39.6i 
17 D1-2 Tvne Ill oj::g:i---·CWH 280.6' B GR 53.1 i 
18 D1-2 Tvoelll 03-91 LWH297.7 - BGR56.7J 
19 D1-2 Tvne Ill Unknown. l WH 299.6! B GR 45.0i 
20 D1-2 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 247.51 ~ g~ ~~:~[ 
21 D1-2.. _:!lpelll 04-89 LWH206.11 
22 D1-2 Tvne Ill 06-89 l WH 206.4 B GR 117.31 
23 D1-2 , Tvoe Ill 08-90 l WH 272.8J B GR 47.21 
24 D1-2 I Tvoe Ill 08-90 L WH 2635i 8 GR 506! 
25 '61-2 Type Ill 05-90 L WH 195.2; B GR 44.01 
--~--- 01-3_ _J Tvoe Ill Unknown 
1 
__ L W!:l.]79}~ ____ B_G.B.1Ui! 
i 27 D1-3 1 Type Ill Unk_nown 
1 
___ l_V\ffj_?:1l_8,_ B GR 3641' 
28- D1-3 Tvoe Ill 02-87 , L WH 285.81 B GR 56.91! 29 ID1-3 Type Ill 01-90 I L WH 255.71 B GR 42.21 
30 D1-3 Type Ill . Unknown I L WH 279.9' B GR 45.5:: 
31 D1-3 Type Ill Unknown I l WH 251.8 B GR 44.11 
32 D1-3 Type I Unknown I l WH 90.6 1 B GR 30.71 
35 ID1-3 Type Ill Unknown L WH 196.9 B GR 29.7 1 
36 D1-3 Type Ill Unknown l WH 231.11 B GR 31Al 
37 D1-3 Type Ill 03-91 L WH 294.0i B GR 55.7'1 
38 D1-3 Tvoe Ill 09-91 L WH 27il§i B GR 55.9 
39 D1-3 Tvoe Ill 08-74 L WH 259.0i 8 GR 48.2 
1r-----,-:~ g{:~---_J ~~~: ::: . u~~~~~[----t~a-~~J"~f-----~~~I! 
42 D1-3 Tvoe Ill Unknown L WH 261.6: B GR 494! 
43 D1-3 Tvnelll Unknown LWH244.1: BGR424i 
44 D1-3 Tvoe Ill 12-89 l WH 254.0 B GR 494!j 
45 D1-3 I Tvne Ill 1 12-89 L WH 250.9; B GR 444I 
46 D2-1 i Tvoe Ill Unknown. L WH 167.8· B GR 35.4,1 
47 D2-1 --r Tvne Ill 10-88 ' l WH 2894 B GR 50.6! 
48 D2-2 I Tvpe Ill Unknown I L WH 201.9 B GR 33 5 ! 
i! 49 ID2-2 1 Tvoe Ill 07-94 I L WH 294 8 ____ B GR 54.21: i ______ ~o ____ J[):?_-.:?_ _ _j ____ Type Ill 05-90 ! L WH 164 5. B GR 42.61i ! 51 : : -· ·--·---··--T -~--·----- -·----:·--·--.. ---------
1--52-----------·-: -- · r----- -- --+--------------------------
1----53 ___ I ~=-.:.=t___ . .c::=--_-:------::·:-:::~===---=- --
. 54 I I ' 1----____ I ____ j ~--
1~---= ;i- -==i-==:~==i ====J ·::::.-.- ___ -_·-:--_·_--_-__ -_-_-=~-::~~::~.~=-~----_-.. ~= 
1: 57 ; ' 
I
·---------·-··--··-"'·----------···; 
. ~ ' . 
; -------:--------------··· .. L~==ir-·_::.::::~- -'='~="·===~-== 
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STUDY OF PAVEMENT MARKING RETROREFLECTIVITY 
19 
Iowa Department of Transportation 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, IA 50010 515 239-1129 
515-239-1891 FAX 
March 23, 1995 
Mr. Ernest Huckaby 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 Seventh Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20590 
Dear Mr. Huckaby: 
We have analyzed the pavement marking retroreflectivity readings 
taken on Iowa Department of Transportation roadways and offer the 
following comments. The attached data and charts are helpful 
when interpreting this information. 




Readings below 80 
Readings below 100 







As can be seen from the attached chart, the readings are 
evenly distributed throughout the·40 to 290 mcd/lux/m2 range 
with no sign of a bell curve. 




Readings under 80 
Readings under 100 







The data looks similar to a bell curve with the peak being 
located near the average of 130 mcd/lux/m2 • 
20 
Mr. Ernest Huckaby 
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March 20, 1995 




Readings under 80 
Readings under 100 







Forty-four percent of the readings are between 40 and 120 
mcd/lux/m2 and most of the other readings were evenly 
distributed between 120 and 290 mcd/lux/m0 • 




Readings under 80 
Readings under 100 







In general, the readings are evenly distributed between a 
wide range of values; however 16% of the readings are 
greater than 300 mcd/lux/m2 • 




Readings under 80 
Readings under 100 







Forty-six percent of the readings fall between 100 and 170 
mcd/lux/m2 with most of the remaining readings being higher 
than 170 mcd/lux/m2 • 




Readings under 80 
Readings under 100 








Mr. Ernest Huckaby 
Page·3 
March 20, 1995 
The attached chart for these markings shows some 
resemblances to a bell curve with the peak being located 
near the average of 160 mcd/lux/m2. 
As part of this retroreflectivity study, each participating jurisdiction was asked to answer the following three questions 
regarding the proposed minimum retroreflectivity levels of 80, 
100 and 120 mcd/lux/m2 • 
1. How often would the markings have to be replaced? 
Currently, 95+% of our roadways are marked u'sing traffic 
paints. As a minimum, all center lines and lane lines 
are repainted each year and the edgelines are repainted 
every other year. Most edge lines and some center/lane 
lines are repainted more often. Considering the 
substantial percentage of readings below the proposed 
levels, and the high standard deviations found in the 
study, it is safe to say ~hat the Department will always 
have a percentage of readings below any minimum level. 
A program would have to be implemented to increase the 
frequency of painting and increase the glass bead 
application rate. Also, a statewide program to place 
more durable markings would have to be initiated. 
2. Cost of replacement for each of the three above levels? 
Following is a proposed marking improvement program with 
estimated costs. 
80 mcd/lux/m2 : 
Increase painting frequency 20% 
Increase glass bead rate 30% 
Statewide durable marking projects 
Total Estimated Annual Cost 
100 mcd/lux/m2 : 
Total Estimated Annual Cost 
120 mcd/l ux/m2 : 
Total Estimated Annual Cost 
22 
= $ 800,000 





Mr. Ernest Huckaby 
Page 4 
March 20, 1995 
3. Impact on existing and proposed budget and staffing for 
each of the above levels? 
The annual budgets would be impacted as noted above. 
The staffing levels of the State would not change, 
however, more private industry personnel would be 
contracted. 
·The Department hopes that the FHWA carefully considers all of the 
issues facing minimum retroreflectivity standards. We believe it 
is important to stress the importance of good retroreflective 
markings but we don't know if setting minimum standards is the 
most appropriate method. Our concern lies in the fact that 
pavement markings cannot be effectively measured and the 
measurements are not repeatable because of the large variability 
associated with pavement markings. The high standard deviations 
are proof of this statement. In addition, pavement marking 
retroreflectivity changes constantly due to wear on the markings, 
moisture on the roadway surface, s.oil particles/dirt, dried salt 
brine, etc. The fact is that any individual with a hand-held 
retroreflectometer can go to a short section of roadway anywhere 
in the United States and "hand-pick" hundreds of very poor 
readings. 
On the other hand, setting minimum retroreflectivity values for 
traffic signs does make sense. We can measure signs effectively 
and those measurements are repeatable. Sign retroreflectivity 
does not change dramatically over time and the readings are 
fairly consistent throughout a given sign. 
We were very disappointed to hear that Tonya, Inc. will not be 
coming back to Iowa to recheck the same locations this spring. 
This information would have enabled the Iowa DOT and the FHWA to 
determine how snow removal practices affect pavement marking 
retroreflectivity. This is an area where northern states have a 
lot of concerns regarding minimum levels because of the inability 
to effectively place markings from December through April of each 
year. 






Steve J. Gent 
Traffic Operations Engineer 
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MileO Mi!e2 Mile4 Marking Data Mi!eO Mife2 Mile4 
Crew Date State County Cell Route Dim Sectn MP RL Type MP RL Type MP RL Type une Co!orType Mat aria! #1 
"' 
#3 114 115 #1 
"' 
#3 114 #5 #1 ., #3 
" 
tl5 
NK 09/04194 IA 7 RFPW 61 NB 1 126 17 PCC 128 17 PCC 130 26 PCC LEFT y L WIPAINT 217 299 297 305 2"40 360 380 390 407 344 75 313 307 311 231 
NK 09/04194 IA 7 RFPW 6f NB 1 126 17 PCC 128 17 PCC 130 26 PCC RIGHT w E W/PA!NT 53 48 54 
" " 
13 26 51 50 
" 
47 43 56 42 32 
NK 09/04/94 IA 7 RFfYW 61 NB 2 132 27 PCC 134 18 PCC 136 18 PCC LEFT y L W/PAINT 192 287 288 278 290 239 291 286 291 268 177 318 319 326 307 
NK 09/04/94 IA 7 RFPW 61 NB 2 132 27 PCC 134 18 PCC 136 18 PCC RIGHT w E W/PA!NT 37 31 27 17 47 33 34 
" 
31 34 36 51 43 42 37 
NK 09/04194 IA 7 RFfYW 218 SB 1 96 26 PCC 94 13 PCC 92 41 PCC LEFT y l W/PAINT 145 170 215 200 198 192 319 244 253 196 375 231 27 245 124 
NK 09/04/94 IA 7 RFPW 218 SB 1 96 26 PCC 94 13 PCC 92 41 PCC RIGHT w E WIPAINT 267 319 238 257 259 128 146 150 148 171 234 285 161 409 355 
NK 09f29/94 IA 7 RFPW 218 NB 2 91.7: 21 PCC 94 15 PCC 9$ 29 PCC LEFT y l WIPAlNT 114 258 288 264 198 118 233 240 253 205 58 218 217 248 238 
NK 09129194 IA 1 RFfYW 218 NB 2 91_7 21 PCC 94 15 PCC 9$ 29 PCC RIGHT w E WIPA!NT 323 163 372 127 223 233 197 273 186 222 226 281 124 214 190 
NK 09130194 IA 7 RFPW 80 EB 2 257.7 14 PCC 260 18 AC 262 10 AC LEFT y L NIA 140 272 254 231 244 87 105 111 100 92 56 90 71 48 72 
NK 09130194 IA 7 RFPW 80 EB 2 257.7 14 PCC 260 18 AC 262 10 AC RIGHT w E W/PAINT 260 112 184 178 186 146 171 187 149 120 220 161 180 152 191 
ffl 09130194 IA 7 7 35 SB 7 105 23 PCC 103 19 PCC 101 2 PCC CLUP w C RIPAINT 204 266 66 365 50 115 247 259 22 217 2 283 286 260 245 
ffl 09/30f94 IA 7 7 35 SB 7 105 23 PCC 103 19 PCC 101 2 PCC RIGHT w E RIPAINT 64 122 9 70 131 145 179 116 222 145 48 70 43 102 97 
ffl 09130194 IA 7 7 80 EB ? 144 32 PCC 146 20 PCC 148 24 NIA Cl UP w C RIPAJNT 99 113 116 159 52 53 191 201 210 170 153 199 233 158 53 
ffl 09/30194 IA ? 7 80 EB 7 144 32 PCC 146 20 PCC 148 24 NIA RIGHT w E R/PA!NT 85 119 123 105 133 163 96 145 132 147 76 91 264 115 106 
NV 09130194 IA 7 7 80 WB 7 178 35 PCC 176 17 PCC 174 22 PCC Cl UP w C R/PAINT 186 212 170 99 207 106 153 28 169 156 200 159 188 204 131 
NV 09130194 IA 7 1 80 WB 7 178 35 PCC 176 17 PCC 174 22 PCC RIGHT w E R/PAINT 64 67 65 81 66 55 79 102 31 75 62 55 8 11 82 
ffl 09130f94 IA 7 ? 35 NB 7 135 47 PCC 137 20 PCC 139 15 PCC Cl UP w C R/PAINT 239 262 260 222 234 146 214 90 234 275 229 169 229 233 144 
NV 09130194 IA ? 7 35 NB 7 135 47 PCC 137 20 PCC 139 15 PCC RIGHT w E R/PAINT 117 13.4 132 98 109 85 64 96 28 42 122 133 107 1L6 127 
ffl 10f04f94 IA 7 7 20 WB 7 . 146 33 PCC 144 9 PCC 142 32 PCC Cl UP w C R/PAINT 256 192 210 332 220 195 213 197 227 200 245 266 269 314 19\ 

































MiteO Mi!e2 Mi!e4 Marking Data MiteO Mi1e2 Mile4 




#2 #3 #4 '5 
NK 09/04194 IA ? ORPW 30 EB 1 316 24 PCC 316 29 PCC 320 12 PCC LEFT y L RIPAINT 252 221 314 325 0 247 316 343 85 293 270 297 265 309 279 
NK 09/04194 IA ? ORPW 30 EB 1 316 24 PCC 316 29 PCC 320 12 PCC RIGHT w E R/PAINT 62 53 95 87 61 114 91 69 138 100 43 9 45 45 66 
AN 09/29194 IA ? ORPW 20 WB ? 165 29 PCC 163 33 PCC 161 26 PCC CL DOWN y C W/PAINT 133 119 t-12 129 107 60 117 100 124 92 
AN 09129194 IA ? ORPW 20 WB ? 165 29 PCC 163 33 PCC 161 26 PCC CL UP y C W/PA1NT 132 153 148 147 110 110 162 1<12 165 133 
AN 09129194 IA ? ORPW 20 WB ? 165 29 PCC 163 33 PCC 161 26 PCC RIGHT w E W/PA!NT 137 74 103 63 94 170 183 196 172 176 230 213 185 204 163. 
AN 09129/94 IA ? ORPW 30 EB ? ·1 3 PCC ·1 1 PCC ·1 12 NIA LEFT y L W/PAINT 172 199 169 172 161 
AN 09'29/$4 IA ? ORPW 30 EB ? ·1 3 PCC ·1 1 PCC ·1 12 NIA Cl DOWN y C W/PAINT 21 65 52 34 38 121 105 255 134 148 
AN 09129194 IA ? ORPW 30 EB ? ·1 3 PCC ·1 1 PCC ·1 12 NIA CLUP y C WIPAINT 38 85 41 41 34 56 76 118 89 72 
AN 09129194 IA ? ORPW 30 EB ? ·1 3 PCC ·1 1 PCC ·1 12 NIA RIGHT w E W/PA!NT 135 174 159 187 197 218 204 177 106 176 209 186 197 279 164 
AN 09129194 IA ? ORPW 63 NB ? 120 23 PCC 122 7 PCC 124 28 NIA CL DOWN w C WfPA!NT 77 173 168 179 169 70 102 101 68 89 109 91 86 f30 132 
AN 09129194 IA 
' 
ORPW 63 NB ? 120 23 PCC 122 7 PCC 124 28 NIA Cl UP w C WIPA!NT 113 128 138 112 90 134 97 97 76 180 
AN 09129194 IA 
' 
ORPW 63 NB ? 120 23 PCC 122 7 PCC 124 28 NIA RIGHT . w E WIPA!NT 133 128 119 
" 
43 83 123 25 57 55 
AN 09129194 IA ? ORPW 96 EB ? 15 28 AC 13 10 AC 11 17 AC CLDOWN y C WIPAINT 64 106 153 134 61 55 118 85 148 110 49 74 88 69 92 
AN 09129194 IA ? ORPW 96 EB ? 15 28 AC 13 10 AC 11 17 AC Cl UP y C WJPAINT 80 105 181 145 143 83 156 153 167 92 8 144 131 146 83 
AN 09129/94 IA ? ORPW 96 EB ? 15 28 AC 13 10 AC 11 17 AC RIGHT w E WIPAINT 132 144 182 149 192 159 145 173 147 1 f5 156 175 158 141 142 
AN 09129/94 IA ? ? 14 NB ? .1 ·I PCC ·1 -1 NIA ·1 ·1 NIA RIGHT w E WIPAINT 232 84 56 26 45 
AN 09129194 IA ? ORPW 14 NB ? 115 24 PCC 117 37 AC 119 18 AC LEFT y L WIPA!NT 56 98 131 126 135 132 19 156 175 162 
AN 09129/94 IA ? ORPW 14 NB ? 115 24 PCC 117 37 AC 119 18 AC CLDOWN y C WIPA!NT 156 168 16S 133 18 170 148 170 190 186 208 133 106 62 56 
AN osn9!94 IA ? ORPW 14 NB 
' 
115 24 PCC 117 37 AC 119 16 AC Cl UP y C WfPA!NT 133 162 134 158 118 142 155 159 172 143 71 \25 116 107 68 
AN 09129/94 IA ? ORPW 14 NB ? 115 24 PCC 117 37 AC 119 18 AC RIGHT w E W/PAINT 116 180 364 109 301 86 73 74 64 66 93 73 63 97 114 
AN 10/04/94 IA ? ? 69 SB ? 133 13 AC 131 3 AC 124 33 AC LEFT y l RIPAINT 65 63 77 85 76 
AN 10f04/94 IA 
' 
? 69. SB ? 133 13 AC 131 3 AC 124 33 AC CLDOWN y C RIPAINT 131 136 142 156 89 so 129 ~27 133 131 2 102 122 129 79 
AN 10/04194 IA ? ? 69 SB ? 133 13 AC 131 3 AC 124 33 AC Cl UP y C RIPAINT 140 116 74 94 82 100 143 97 119 104 53 29 37 70 18 
AN 10/04'94 IA ? ? 69 SB ? 133 13 AC 131 3 AC 124 33 AC RIGHT w E R/PA!NT 119 120 150 133 139 197 180 189 180 145 179 177 190 183 186 
AN 10/04194 IA ? ? 175 EB ? \46 30 AC 146 33 AC 150 23 AC CLDOWN y C R/PAINT 134 115 121 109 54 110 143 136 128 71 68 557 132 127 106 
AN 10!04194 IA ? ? 175 EB ? \46 30 AC 146 33 AC 150 23 AC CL UP y C RIPA!NT 92 70 106 75 16 107 105 21 71 96 83 95 70 100 104 
AN 10104194 IA ? ? 175 EB ? \46 30 AC 146 33 AC 150 23 AC RIGHT w E RfPAINT 212 225 225 191 201 196 127 144 197 158 160 148 152 145 143 
AN 10104194 
" 
? ? 17 SB ? 46 9 PCC 44 33 PCC 42 30 PCC CL DOWN y C RIPAINT 117 54 107 126 5 159 111 55 72 137 104 131 101 120 20 
AN 10/04194 IA ? ? 17 SB ? 46 9 PCC 44 33 PCC 42 30 PCC CL UP y C RIPAINT 56 168 107 59 140 131 68 16 22 200 35 42 154 83 35 
AN 10/04194 
" 
? ? 17 SB ? 46 9 PCC 44 33 PCC 42 30 PCC RIGHT w E RJPA1NT 201 149 111 182 157 225 192 213 170 208 204 217 192 201 226 
0 0 
1.tM.11-\;:,UllllJlM~I I 10 5 • L AVERAGE READING 20 6 N 127.79 30 6 °' .TANDARO DEVIATION 65.20 40 7 
50 
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J rud~ 200 12 210 9 220 5 " 230 6 240 1 250 1 260 .. 2 270 2 
" 
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MileO M!!e2 Mile4 Marking Data MileO Mile2 Mile4 
Crrm Date State County Ce!! Route Oirn Sect# MP RL Type MP Rl Type MP Rl Typo Line Co!arType Material #1 #') #3 ... #5 #1 #') ., ... #5 #1 #2 #3 ... '5 
AA< 09129/94 IA ? RFPW 80 EB 1 240.5 8 PCC 243 21 NIA 245 10 NIA LEFT y L WIPAINT 184 254 286 273 242 182 209 210 184 170 154 186 234 242 218 
NK 09130/94 IA ? RFPW so we 3 245.5 21 PCC 243 11 PCC 241 20 PCC LEFT y l NIA 68 227 251 231 49 72 280 296 93 250 73 252 263 33$ 222 
NK 09/30194 IA ? RFPW 80 WB 3 245.5 21 PCC 243 11 PCC 241 20 PCC RIGHT w E WIPAINT 61 61 67 70 67 77 67 47 56 75 55 67 72 56 58 
NK 10/03194 IA ? RFPW 80 EB 1 301 29 AC 302.5 24 AC 304 99 AC LEFT y L W/PAINT 73 103 98 105 46 36 298 302 367 197 162 190 194 179 162 
AA< 10/03/94 IA ? RFPW 80 EB 1 301 29 AC 302.5 24 AC 304 99 AC RIGHT w E W/PAINT 110 96 108 74 .. 271 258 246 256 275 273 286 273 261 304 
NK 10/03194 IA ? RFPW eo we 2 304 21 AC 302 44 PCC 301 12 PCC LEFT y L W/P.AJNT 235 240 285 270 262 130 114 90 70 75 49 114 81 69 73 
NK 10!03194 IA ? RFPW 80 WB 2 304 21 AC 302 44 PCC 301 12 PCC RIGHT w E WIPAINT 203 235 214 221 206 58 49 56 56 51 76 69 72 81 gg 
NK 10/03194 IA ? RFPW 280 SB 
' 
2 11 PCC 4 19 PCC 6 20 PCC LEFT y l W/PAJNT 194 283 296 287 273 242 238 68 231 212 220 247 106 259 208 
NK 10/03194 IA ? RFPW 280 SB 
' 
2 11 PCC 4 19 PCC 6 20 PCC RIGHT w E WIPNNT 60 77 81 62 71 102 92 91 67 101 354 377 363 360 305 
NK 10/03194 IA ? UFPW 280 WB 2 6 17 PCC 3 15 NfA -1 -1 NIA LEFT y l W/PNNT 263 220 271 261 301 245 272 269 307 269 
NK 10103194 IA ? UFPW 280 WB 2 6 17 PCC 3 15 NIA -1 -1 NIA RIGHT w E W/PAINT 158 174 175 182 186 83 80 73 77 77 
NV 10105194 IA ? ? 80 WB ? 37 11 AC 135 24 AC 133 15 PCC CL UP w C RIPNNT 123 94 159 151 120 76 61 142 152 121 38 120 185 143 186 
NV 10105'94 IA ? ? ao wB ? 37 11 AC 135 24 AC 133 15 PCC RIGHT w E RIPAJNT 34 70 57 48 13 39 64 43 36 13 57 24 84 70 35 
NV 10105/94 IA ? ? 80 EB ? 132 70 PCC 134 8 PCC 136 21 PCC CLUP w C R/PAJNT 132 201 168 221 164 115 221 286 160 200 74 232 194 178 168 
NV 10/05194 IA ? ? 80 EB ? 132 70 PCC 134 6 PCC 136 21 PCC RIGHT w E R/PAINT 91 29 4 61 8 23 46 40 34 55 9 75 37 31 25 
NV 10105194 IA 7 ? 35 SB ? 125 15 PCC 72 25 AC 70 31 AC Cl UP w C RJPAINT 69 149 189 109 159 142 223 219 221 201 45 142 125 133 147 
NV 10/05194 IA ? ? 35 SB ? 125 15 PCC 72 25 AC 70 31 AC RIGHT w E RIPAINT 50 25 57 85 52 94 103 87 94 105 88 56 55 90 65 
NV 10/05194 IA ? ? 35 NB ? 70 18 AC 72 18 AC 125 11 PCC CLUP w C R/PAINT 206 226 160 190 211 123 155 192 137 108 188 164 197 194 193 
NV 10f05/94 IA ? ? 35 NB ? 70 18 AC 72 18 AC 125 11 PCC RIGHT w E R/PAINT 60 55 62 75 80 ,.. 60 37 42 29 370 37 29 54 ,, 
0 0 
A 10 3 
20 2 
AVERAGE READING 144.10 30 8 





-.J URBAN FREEWAY 70 19 
WATEAOORNE PAIN'f 80 23 90 14 
"~ 100 10 110 
" 120 5 
I I 130 5 "~ 
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MileO Mi1e2 Mi!e4 Marking Date MileO Mfle2 M!!e4 
c""' Date State County Ce!I Route Dfrn Sect# MP RL Type MP RL Type MP RL Type line CororType Material #1 "2 #3 .. #5 #1 "2 #3 .. #5 #1 #2 #3 "' 
#5 
NK 09130/94 IA ? RFPR 6 EB ? 248.5 6 PCC 250.5 16 NIA ·1 -1 NfA LEFT y L R/PAJNT 41 142 143 166 22 225 267 333 251 275 
NK 09130194 IA , RFPR 6 WB 2 -1 4 NIA ·1 1 NIA -1 -1 NIA LEFT y L RIPAINT 219 264 234 25 239 248 257 250 278 250 
NK 09130'94 IA ? RFPR . I ? I 84.5 3 PCC _, ·1 NIA -1 _, NIA LEFT y L RIPAJNT 17 110 42 73 15 
NK 09130194 IA ? RFPR 1 ? 1 84.5 3 PCC _, -1 NfA -1 -1 NfA RIGHT w E RIPAJNT 16 58 44 44 28 
NK 09/30/94 IA ? RFOM 1 NB ? 84 68 PCC -1 -1 NIA ·1 -1 NIA LEFT y L NIA 87 231 244 231 240 
NK 09'30194 IA ? RFOM 1 NB ? 84 68 PCC -1 -1 NIA -1 -1 NfA RIGHT w E NIA 17 29 32 37 38 
AN 10/03194 IA ? ? 
" 
SB ? 5 21 AC -1 -1 N!A -1 _, N!A CLDOWN y C RIPAINT 63 218 
AN 10103194 IA , ? 46 SB ? 5 21 AC _, -1 NIA _, -1 NfA CL UP y C RIPA!NT 21 42 
IW 10/03f94 IA ? ? 46 SB 7 5 21 AC _, -1 N!A _, -1 NfA f~JGHT w E RIPAINT 57 71 69 70 55 
? 10/03194 IA ? ? 415 SB ? 2 49 AC -1 -1 N!A -1 -1 NfA Cl UP w C R/PA!NT 138 173 t70 211 199 
? 10/03194 IA ? ? 415 SB ? 2 49 AC -1 ·1 NIA -1 _, NIA RIGHT w E R/PAlNT 189 194 181 155 177 
AN 10/03/94 IA ? ? 415 NB ? 1 11 AC 3 28 PCC ·I -1 NIA Cl UP w C RIPA!NT 217 211 166 215 49 211 259 166 203 177 
AN 10/03194 IA ? ? 415 NB ? I 11 AC 3 28 PCC -1 -1 NIA f~IGHT w E RIPA!NT 178 159 136 139 129 194 163 189 196 181 
IW 10/03194 IA ? ? 6 WB ? 134.8 17 PCC 132.8 I AC 129 1 PCC CLUP w C RIPAINT 192 191 240 66 58 133 137 200 213 85 166 233 268 38 15 
IW 10103'94 IA ? ? 6 WB ? 141 18 PCC 139 11 AC 137 11 AC CLUP w C R/PAINT 184 186 170 130 194 185 148 186 183 195 179 188 156 187 69 
NK 10/03194 IA ? RFPW 6 EB I 3 27 AC 3.03 16 PCC 3.04 20 NIA LEFT y l W/PAINT 156 150 144 147 139 285 311 304 321 332 327 341 341 343 346 
NK 10103194 IA , RFPW 6 EB I 3 27 AC 3.03 16 PCC 3.04 20 NIA CL UP y C W/PA!NT 179 177 168 145 120 
NK 10/03194 IA ? RFPW 6 EB I 3 27 AC 3.03 16 PCC 3.04 20 NIA RIGHT w E WIPA!NT 186 175 232 200 212 















"~ • I I 130 2 140 6 
150 7 
r[ 190 4 170 8 18-0 8 ... 190 12 I ,, 200 8 
ldd .... .Jdl~J.L.h 210 3 220 9 230 1 240 8 250 4 260 3 270 3 
" "' '" '" "' "' 
280 2 













































Ce!! Route Oirh Sect# 
? 74 sa 
' ? 7' SB 1
? 74 WB 2 
? 74 we 2 
? 235 we ? 
? 2ss we ? 
? 235 WB ? 
? 235 we ? 
? 235 EB ? 
? 235 EB ? 
? 235 EB ? 
? 235 EB ? 
MileO Mi!e2 Mi!e4 
MP Rl Type MP Rl Type MP 
' 
12 AC 3 17 AC ., 
1 12 AC 3 17 AC ·1 
4 19 AC 3 29 AC 2.8 
4 19 AC 3 29 AC 2.B 
6 8 N!A 4 8 NIA 2 
6 8 NIA 4 8 NIA 2 
14 27 NIA 
" 
10 NIA 10 
14 27 N!A 
" 
10 NIA 10 
9 10 N!A 
" 
10 NIA 13 
9 10 NIA 
" 
10 NIA 13 
1 17 NIA 3 14 NIA 5 
I 17 NIA 3 14 NIA 5 
URBAN FREEWAY 
EPOXY MARKINGS 
Marking Data Mile·o · Mi!e2 Mile4 I RL Type Line CoiorType Material #1 '2 
"' 
#4 #5 ., #2 
"' 
#4 #5 #1 #2 #3 
" 
#5 
32 AC LEFT y L EPOXY 240 264 256 267 249 221 224 234 217 216 172 150 185 170 19.i 
32 AC RIGHT w E EPOXY 215 208 214 217 227 166 178 131 150 116 264 293 2i1 291 250 
15 NIA LEFT y L EPOXY 227 237 224 225 232 293 302 216 282 281 298 313 292 285 305 
15 NIA RIGHT w E EPOXY 166 176 165 170 164 313 312 273 289 269 284 263 264 277 265 
12 NfA Cl UP w C EPOXY 102 189 18 108 76 99 135 124 130 83 167 149 143 155 158. 
12 NIA RIGHT w E EPOXY 169 204 219 184 184 166 163 100 133 204 142 108 66 76 93 
12 NIA CL UP NIA C EPOXY 93 121 117 62 121 156 139 154 139 135 338 221 57 119 112 
12 NIA RIGHT NIA E EPOXY 2 179 169 181 164 57 64 62 69 32 231 127 290 275 233 
20 NIA CL UP w C EPOXY 107 100 108 98 93 93 80 119 97 66 137 193 155 150 133 
20 NIA RIGHT w E EPOXY 48 39 110 159 148 160 130 154 21 25 116 136 145 115 135 
12 NIA CL UP w C EPOXY 158 170 150 177 157 85 117 87 91 102 106 114 121 122 130 
12 NIA RIGHT w E EPOXY 211 203 211 204 217 113 112 97 54 117 8' 96 67 81 5' 
0 0 
DATA SUMMARY 10 I 
20 1 




























260 1 i 
270 7 
'" '"' 
100 150 201) 



















State County Cell 
IA ? RFEP 












IA ? RFEP 
IA ? RFEP 
IA ? RFEP 
Route Dirn Sect# 




380 NB 1 
360 NB 1 
380 SB 3 
380 SB 3 
360 SB· 4 
380 SB 4 
360 ? 5 
360 7 5 
MileO Mile2 Mi!e4 
MP RL Typ& MP RL Type MP 
7 22 PCC g 26 PCC 11 
7 22 PCC • 28 PCC 11 
' 
15 NfA 3 37 NJA 5.7 
' 
15 NIA 3 37 NIA 5.7 
15 22 AC 13 20 AC 18 
15 22 AC 13 20 AC 18 
.. 12 AC ·7 17 AC .. 5 
9 12 AC 7 17 AC 5 
.1 25 AC ·1 -1 NIA ·1 
·' 




RL Type Line Color Type 
1 PCC LEFT y L 
1 PCC RIGHT w E 
13 NIA LEFT y L 
13 NIA RIGHT w E 
3 AC LEFT y L 
3 AC RIGHT w E 
13 AC LEFT y L 
13 AC RIGHT w E 
·1 NIA LEFT y L 
·' 
NIA RIGHT w E 
MileO Mi!e2 
Material #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 
EPOXY 164 111 144 150 141 143 152 159 150 161 
EPOXY •• 92 •• " 
95 131 80 110 125 122 
EPOXY 145 147 139 156 152 103 112 107 123 97 
EPOXY 127 114 121 130 139 152 138 137 142 
"° EPOXY 165 171 163 162 152 210 203 207 212 295 
EPOXY 132 152 128 153" 187 151 155 149 153 153 
EPOXY 52 564 232 '228 229' 216 240' 210 229 232 
EPOXY 167 157 165 210 187 137 126 337 133 156 
EPOXY 217 195 215 205 383 


















., #2 ., #4 '5 
185 104 179 175 179 
"' 
71 201 124 154 
86 54 46 56 33 
39 66 34 35 29 
327 214 211 206 215 
171 220 183 217 203 
·214 229 208 241 210 
158 144 149 168 163 
0 0 
10 0 
20 0 
30 1 
40 4 
50 1 
60 3 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 8 
150 11 
160 16 
170 10 
160 5 
190 3 
200 2 
210 12 
220 10 
230 4 
240 3 
250 1 
260 0 
270 0 
260 0 
290 0 
300 1 
300+ 7 
Tota! 130 
